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INTRODUCTION 76
Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) is a technique which allows for non-77 invasive mapping of the human brain's micro-architecture at milli-metric resolution. Using voxel-78 wise fiber orientation reconstruction methods, tractography can provide quantitative and 79 qualitative information for studying structural brain connectivity and continuity of neural pathways 80 of the nervous system in vivo. There have been many algorithms, global, iterative, deterministic 81 and probabilistic, that reconstruct streamlines using fiber reconstruction methods. Tractography 82 was conceived [2] using one of the first fiber reconstruction method, diffusion tensor imaging 83 (DTI) [1] . However, DTI has a well-known limitation: it cannot resolve complex fiber 84
configurations [3] . With the advancement in acquisitions protocols allowing for better resolution 85 and higher number of gradient values new methods for reconstruction of local fiber have been 86
developed. These methods are commonly referred to as high angular resolution diffusion imaging 87 (HARDI), e.g., q-ball, constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD), persistent angular structure 88 (PAS) [4] [5] [6] . HARDI methods enable characterization of more than a single fiber direction per 89 voxel, but have been often shown to be limited when more than two fiber populations exist per 90 voxel [7, 8] . While there is definite gain in sensitivity when using HARDI methods, there remain 91 critical questions of their reproducibility [9] . 92
There have been many validation efforts that aim to assess the anatomical accuracy of 93 tractography. Early studies investigated how well tractography followed large white matter 94 trajectories through qualitative comparisons with dissected human samples [10] , or previous 95 primate histological tracings [11] . Later works on the macaque [12] or porcine [13] brains 96 highlighted limitations and common errors in tractography. Recently, the sensitivity and specificity 97 of tractography in detecting connections has been systematically explored against tracers in the 98 monkey [14] [15] [16] , porcine [17] , or mouse [18] brains. The main conclusions drawn from these are 99
(1) that algorithms always show a tradeoff in sensitivity and specificity (i.e. those that find the 100 most true connections have the most false connections) (2) short-range connections are more 101 reliably detected than long-range, (3) connectivity predictions do better than chance and thus have 102 useful predictive power, and (4) tractography performs better when assessing connectivity between 103 relatively large-scale regions rather than identifying fine details or connectivity. 104
Despite the wide range of validation studies, there have been few reproducibility studies of 105 tractography [19] [20] [21] . Rather than ask how right (or wrong) tractography is, we ask how stable are 106 the outputs of these techniques? Because tractography is an essential part of track segmentation, 107 network analysis, and microstructural imaging, it is important that reproducibility is high, 108 otherwise power is lost in group analyses or in longitudinal comparisons. 
METHODS 130

DW-MRI Data Acquisition 131
The data were acquired with a multi-shell HARDI sequence on single healthy human subject. The 132 two scanners were both Phillips, Achieva, 3T, Best, Netherlands. 
Challenge Rules and Metrics 178
For each of the 20 HARDI datasets (5 repetitions x 2 sessions x 2 scanners), participants were 179 asked to submit a tractogram (i.e., "fiber probability membership function") for each well-modeled 180 and indicates the probability of the voxel belonging to the 186 specified fiber tract. Thus, participants submitted a total of 320 (5 x 2 x 2 x 16) NIFTI volumes 187 using the acquisition of both the scanners. Assessment of fiber fractions was supported (i.e., the 188 sum across all tracts is <=1 with the remainder as background). However, strict probabilities where 189 each voxel may have a high probability of 2 or more fibers with a sum greater than 1 were permitted 190 as well. 191
Tractograms within a submission were compared based on reproducibility of the tracts (intra-class 192 correlation coefficient (ICC) statistics for continuous values and Dice similarity scores based on 193 maximum probability assignment at 0.5). Intra-session, inter-session, same scanner, and inter-194 scanner scanner metrics have been reported for quantitative interpretation. The ICC and dice value 195 of unique number of combinations of pairs of repeats were used as data points for violin plots 196 depicting results of intra-session, inter-session and inter-scanner. The unique combinations of 197 repetitions were 40, 50 and 100 respectively for the three levels of reproducibility. 198
Containment Analysis 199
A key question is whether the differences in tractography are driven by different considerations of 200 the volume of the track, i.e., the larger the volume is, the more likely the track may include the 201 underlying true track. For example, it is plausible that a set of tractography methods could see the 202 same underlying probabilistic connection pattern and choose to threshold it based on different 203 preferences for the volume of tracks. If the preference was driving the tractography differences, 204 then tractograms would essentially be able to be nested from smallest to largest. To examine this 205 hypothesis, we define the property containment index (CI) for two tracts where 206
207
For the purposes of this discussion, we define the tractogram set to be the binary volume resulting 208 at a 0.05 threshold of the mean of all results submitted for each algorithm. A visual understanding 209 of containment index can be observed in Fig 3.  210 Then, an optimal ordering ("nesting") of tractogram entries can be computed by maximizing the 211 containment energy (CE, i.e., sum of CI for all tracts versus the tracts earlier than the one under 212 consideration): 213
214
Where perm denotes the permutation operator and Entry is a list of all entered tractograms. 215
Conceptually, this procedure finds the ideal order to stack the tractograms inside each other where 216 the first tract is "most inside" the subsequent ones and the last tract is "most outside" all others. 217
We define <CI> as the average containment index of all nesting for the ordered entries that are 218 smaller than or equal to an entry provides a quantitative way to examine "nesting" (note, this 219 approach includes the self-containment index so that the first entry has a CI of 1). Then, we can 220 see how the nesting holds up from the inner (#'1') to the outer (#'46') entry. 221 with ICC less than 0.4, while the remainder of the entries have only a few outlier entries less than 270 0.4 The inter-session (Fig. 5 ) and inter-scanner (Fig. 6 ) distributions were similar, with a slight 271 increase in outlier entries for IFO (L/R). The patterns in the dice were similar when using a quality 272 threshold of less than 0.4 dice. 273
RESULTS 222
We define cutoffs for high, moderate, and low reproducibility on the inter-scanner reproducibility. 274
High reproducibility was defined as a median ICC greater than 0.6 and less than 5% of entries less 275 than 0.4 ICC. Moderate reproducibility was defined as median ICC greater than 0.4 and less than 276 25% of entries less than 0.4 ICC. Low reproducibility was defined as a median ICC less than 0.4 277 or more than 25% of entries less than 0.4 ICC. Hence, the high reproducibility tracts were Fminor, 278
CST ( Qualitatively, the volumetric profiles of the UNC (L/R) and FNX (L/R) are very different across 288 the top five entries. The first submission has small "core" tracts labeled, while the second, third 289 and fifth found much larger spatial extents and the fourth was mid-way between. 290
DISCUSSION 291
The most reproducible tracts were Fminor, CST (\R), ILF (L\R), SLF (L\R), IFO (L\R), while the 292 moderately reproducible tracts were Fmajor, CNG (L\R) and CST (\L). Lowest reproducibility 293 tracts are UNC (L\R), FNX (L\R). These tracts have a well-spread/broad probability distribution. 294
Note that the reproducibility of these tracts was maintained across imaging sessions and change of 295 scanner. It is evident that all the algorithms entered are not consistently identifying the same fiber 296 structures given the extreme variance observed in Figure 2 . While most of the individual 297 submissions show a reasonable detection of the tracts if observed from a ROI point of view (Fig  298  2) , the difference between tract volumes between methods is quite high. 299
The reproducibility (ICC) of the entered algorithms varied from 0.27 to 0.97 (Fig 8A) , but most of 300 the algorithms performed with a reproducibility of 0.6 or higher. Similar levels of reproducibility 301 were observed for methods that used selective shells or additional data from the Human 302
Connectome Project. Note it would be inappropriate to assume independence and there are a few 303 methods per categorical assignment, so statistical analysis across method types was not performed. 304
Qualitatively, CSD was the most popular approach as the pre-processing fiber reconstruction 305 method (Fig 8B) . Tensor and compartment models perform well, but trailed slightly behind CSD 306 when comparing maximum values that have been achieved using these methods. The modified 307 version of CSD with the addition of Deep Learning U-net also performed well. 308
The choices of analysis parameters appears to have affected method performance. A comparison 309 of different step sizes that have been used shows that the most heavily used category was 0.2mm 310 (Fig 8C) . However, methods using all other step size choices (e.g., 0.005, 1 and 1.25mm) 311 performed better in terms of ICC. A variety of threshold angles have been used lying in the range 312 of 20 -60 degrees (Fig 8D) . The variation is hard to comment upon as this suggests that a threshold 313 angle is specific to the type of tractography algorithm. High reproducibility has been achieved at 314
lower threshold angles such as 20 degrees and at higher angles as well such as 45 or 60 degrees. 315
Additional pre-processing before implementing fiber reconstruction methods shows improvement 316 for ICC only when additional segmentation was performed (Fig 8E) . A comparison of de-noising 317 coupled with up-sampling and no additional pre-processing shows higher reproducibility when no 318 additional steps are performed. While most of the algorithms did not use additional post-processing 319 steps (Fig 8F) , the few algorithms that used the methods of outlier rejection, spurious fiber removal 320 and SIFT2 show improvement in reproducibility. In brief, it might be inferred that additional pre-321 processing and post-processing techniques are helpful in increasing the reproducibility of 322 tractography algorithms, though a systematic test of this would be necessary to draw accurate 323 conclusions. 324 325
326
While it would be expected that an algorithm with empty or inaccurate bundles could achieve an 327 extremely high ICC which would be representative of 'null' learning. Hence, we conducted 328 consistency analysis using the containment index as to which bundles are contained inside which 329 ones. The inaccurate ones will lie on the outside or show up as outliers which can be observed in 330 Hence, for smaller tractograms, approximately 50% of the variance is explained by nesting, but 334 there are substantial contributions from other factors. For the larger tractograms (~20-46 ordered 335 entries), the differences appear largely driven by increasing volume of the tracts. UNC and Fornix 336 are a bit more variable between ordered methods, which indicates associations within methods and 337 suggests disagreements across major categories of entries. Finally, the Fornix is highly variables 338 across methods (~<0.4 <CI>), which point towards inconsistency of tract definition between 339 approaches. When looking across all pairs of tracts, the overall rank correlation of the method 340 ordering was low (mean=0.25) with a high variance (standard deviation=0.27, range=-0.28 to 1.0). 341 Therefore, the relative volumetric differences between tracts were not consistent for methods 342 across white matter tracts. Examining nestings of the top five tracts showed that Submission 5 (not 343 shown) was always the largest, while Submission 1 and Submission 4 were determined to be the 344 most inner methods half of the time. Submission 2 was the second largest for 12/16 tracts, while 345 Submission 3 was the second largest for the others. This is consistent with a visualization 346 interpretation of Figure 7 . The <CI> was ~1 for the fifth method, so a highly reproducible tract 347 was feasible that encompassed the choices of the other top entries. The top 5 entries had high <CI> 348 (>0.7) for the Fornix, IFO, ILF, but the remaining tracts were showed low CI for at least one 349 method. Therefore, while at least one of the top methods differed from the others in a substantial 350 manner, this could not be explained by volumetric differences of the tracts. 351
CONCLUSION 352
The most reproducible tracts considering all submitted algorithm outcomes are Fminor, CST ( are not an example of a consistent null learning as they all lie with in a nested containment with 357 the largest covered volume. 358
In conclusion, the 2017 ISMRM TraCED Challenge created a publicly available multi-scanner, 359 multi-scan in vivo reproducibility dataset and engaged nine groups with 46 algorithm entries. The 360 TraCED Challenge dataset is freely available at www.synapse.org. Consistent with previous 361 studies, reproducibility of tractograms was found to vary by anatomical tract. When viewed across 362 all entries, reproducibility was concerning (ICC <0.5); however, the cluster of top performing 363 methods resulting in reassuringly high results (ICC > 0.85). Variation in performance were seen 364 across processing parameters, but the challenge design did not provide sufficient number of 365 samples to identify uniformly preferred design choices. The key novel finding of this challenge is 366 that variations in tractography methods can be largely attributed to larger/smaller volumetric 367 difference tradeoffs for the larger tracts, especially among methods that are tuned towards 368 volumetrically larger tractograms. Yet, the different methods clearly result in fundamentally 369 different tract structures at the more conservative specificity choices (i.e., volumetrically smaller 370 tractograms). The containment index, containment energy, and containment index framework 371 provides a consistent approach to evaluate the nesting structure tractograms, and the freely 372 available data and results from this challenge can be used to quantify new tractography approaches. . Ordering entries to minimize containment energy (CE) shows that containment index is generally lower for the volumetrically smaller tractograms (toward "inside" on each subplot) and increases for the larger tractograms (toward "outside" on each subplot). Variations in containment explained the least amount of entry variability for the UNC and Fornix, while the other tracts were more consistent. The containment between all methods (A) were more variable and lower than the containment for the top five methods (B). 
